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Description
Filtering by category in trackers yields zero results. However, there are tracker items in the category, and they appear if you browse the category. Other filtering appears to work properly.

The URL appears to be malformed:

Note the extra bracket after filtervalue33 parameter.

However, manually removing the extra bracket also fails:
Solution

fix Attempt to fix bug 2839 by changing `tob$ff.`type` = 'tracker $trackerId' to `tob$ff.`type` = 'trackeritem'. This query condition appears to have two problems: 1. tiki_objext field 'type' is never in the form "tracker $trackerID" but is instead just "tracker" and 2. This limitation to search only for trackers limits the search unnecessarily, especially because we are searching for trackeritem objects. If I missed something or broke it, please let me know - it appears to work.
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Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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I can't reproduce this. Can you paste some sample content that causes this?
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The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item2839-Category-filtering-fails-in-tracker